Great points to becoming an Interfaith Minister
at Word of Honor .Org
First look to see that you’re valuing the truth beauty and goodness of all People’s
religions. That value is based on purity in desires and love for all honest standards, good
morals, sensible ethics, reasonable and imaginative ideals, good traditional principles,
loving tenets, sensible beliefs that reflect the Mind of and Will of our Creator.
Second: Be your self and know that all is not well in all religions yet how can we
see through the nonsense, violent ambitions, wayward over controls that are in
aberrations or defective lies? Do we perceive the precious elements of true religions?
That is your journey, your wisdom based on prayer, love and respect for all life. The
ability to see yesterday and to perceive tomorrow so to go forward today!
Third: Are we sincerely seeking on a daily basis to grow into the image and
likeness of the full potential of a Child of that Mind that created us?
Fourth: Do we search the living scriptures and live the life of love for our Maker?
Do we have spiritual vision to do justice to the thoughts of living a quality life? Do we
find a spiritual science to the relationships of love. Is the time we spend daily reflect a
reasonable bond with our Creator, with ourselves, with our family and Friends,
Associates and new acquaintances?
Fifth: Are we demonstrating the spirit of courage and intuition in our dealings with
the troubles of the world? Are we tactful, keen and sensitive about marriage life and
social living ? Will we be clear on how to perform ceremonies of all sort?
Sixth: Will we continue to study, ponder and create after we are ordained? Will we
always be respectful of others? People that are so different than we are yet are evidently
non violent?
Seventh: To boldly go and live as never before, to be humble and unaffected by vainglory
or the limelight, to be complex and simple in a harmonious circle that is perfectly
balanced and poised. Come and see more at my site and my pen name is Peter Williams
consider this and if you are the above you are respectfully welcome to become ordained
for free. Also please consider volunteering at WWW. Word of Honor. org

